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ABSTRACT

Citations are crucial in scientific works as they help position a new

publication. Each citation carries a particular intent, for example, to

highlight the importance of a problem or to compare against results

provided by another method. The authors’ intent when making a

new citation has been studied to understand the evolution of a field

over time or to make recommendations for further citations. In

this work, we address the task of citation intent prediction from a

new perspective. In addition to textual clues present in the citation

phrase, we also consider the citation graph, leveraging high-level

information of citation patterns. In this novel setting, we perform

a thorough experimental evaluation of graph-based models for

intent prediction. We show that our model, GraphCite, improves

significantly upon models that take into consideration only the

citation phrase. Our code is available online
1
.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Computing methodologies → Neural networks; Natural

language processing.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Scientific articles are pivotal in sharing knowledge within a scien-

tific community, but also with nonexperts. A 2019 report of the

National Science Foundation found that the number of publications

in science and engineering had grown constantly over the years,

from 1.8 million articles in 2008 to 2.6 million articles in 2018.
2

Given this profusion of information, citations play a crucial role

in understanding the lineage and evolution of a field. Authors cite

other works with different intentions, such as highlighting the im-

portance of a problem or comparing against results provided by

another method. Citation intent has been used to show the evolu-

tion of a scientific field [12], or to facilitate the recommendation of

further citations [13]. Interestingly, in [12] the authors show that

citations can be correlated to a shift to rapid discovery science [5],

that is a period in which a field reaches a consensus on the research

topics, methods and technologies and strives to improve upon them.

Different intent taxonomies and several methods for automatic

classification of intent have been proposed over the years. In [12],
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Figure 1: The intent is not clear from the citing phrase, how-

ever the majority of papers cite S2AG because they use it as

a dataset, a pattern that can be observed in a citation graph.

the authors propose six intent classes and use a large number of

features together with a random forest classifier for prediction.

The features include lexical, grammatical, and morphological in-

formation, field-related metrics such as the citation count and the

Pagerank of the reference paper, patterns in the citation phrase, and

topic model features. Cohan et al. [4] propose three intent classes

and a neural network trained on multi-task classification. Citation

intent is learned jointly by predicting the section title in which the

citation occurs and predicting whether a sentence needs a citation.

State of the art results on the datasets proposed in [12] and [4] are

obtained by SciBert [3], a pretrained language model based on

Bert [7] and trained on a large corpus of scientific text.

In this work, in addition to textual clues present in the citation

phrase, we also leverage semantic information present in a citation

graph. Differently from [12], we are not retrieving the importance of

a particular article via its degree or Pagerank, but its representation

based on the citation graph. The neighborhood of an article in a

citation graph should bring more context to the classification task

and help for ambiguous phrases, such as shown in Figure 1. For

example, when considering other neighboring papers that cited the

referenced paper, the most frequent intent used could be a good

indication of the intent in a new citation. When publishing in the

same area, an author will frequently reuse references with the same

citation intent. Moreover, we can incorporate textual information

such as titles or abstracts, which can help predict citation intents.

For example, in [4], the textual information surrounding the citation

phrase was used, but the authors claimed that it led to a degradation

of the algorithm’s performance. We were motivated to look at the

macro-level, i.e., using a citation graph. The citation graph has

been used with success for a personalized recommendation for

https://github.com/nyxpho/graphcite
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researchers [1] or context-aware citation recommendation [11], but

not for citation intent prediction, to the best of our knowledge.

Our salient contributions are: i) we investigate the creation of

citation graphs for existing intent datasets; ii) we propose a new
intent classification model that takes into account both the citation

graph and the citation phrase; iii) in a thorough experimental eval-

uation, we show that using citation graphs as additional context for

citation prediction can significantly improve upon state-of-the-art

results.

2 PROBLEM STATEMENT

Given a phrase of the form “S2AG is described in detail in [7]”

contained in the paper Anonymous et al. (2022), we denote as the

citing paper Anonymous et al. (2022), cited paper [7], and citation
phrase S2AG is described in detail in [7]. A citation intent dataset

contains pairs of (citation phrase, citation intent).
Citation graph. We define a citation graph as a graph 𝐺 =

(𝑉 , 𝐸, \ ) with auxiliary information on nodes, given by the

function \ : 𝑉 ↦→ 𝑅𝑑 , where 𝑑 is an input dimension. Nodes can

be papers, authors, or conferences, and auxiliary information for

nodes can be the paper title or abstract, an author’s short bio, and

conference tracks. Edges are between papers when there is a ci-

tation, between papers and authors for authorship relations, and

between papers and conferences for publications. The auxiliary

information is transformed from text to a dense vector via an em-

bedding technique. When no auxiliary information is present, the

dense vectors are initialized randomly.

Intent classificationwith auxiliary information.Given a dataset

of citation intents, we construct a citation graph to facilitate the task

of citation intent prediction. The citation graph initially contains

only the citing and cited papers. However, one can add additional

nodes and edges by considering inbound and outbound citations of

the original papers, the authors, and the conferences.

Problem statement Given a citation graph 𝐺 = (𝑉 , 𝐸, \ ) and a

citation intent dataset, predict the intent of unseen citation phrases.

3 DATASETS

Existing citation intent datasets [4, 12] consist of information re-

garding the citation phrase, its intent, and metadata about the cited

and citing papers. However, often this metadata is incomplete. Be-

low we describe the datasets and how we construct citation graphs.

S2AG. Ammar et al. [2] introduced the Semantic Scholar Academic

Graph (S2AG), a dataset accessible via an API
3
, that provides meta-

data on research papers published in all fields. The metadata infor-

mation includes the paper title, abstract, authors, citations, publi-

cation venues. We used this dataset to construct citation graphs

when context information was missing in the citation datasets.

ACL-ARC. Jurgens et al. [12] created a dataset of 2𝐾 citations

annotated for their intent for 186 papers in the field of natural

language processing. The authors considered 6 intents: background

(51% of citations), uses (19%), compare/contrast (18%), motivation

(5%), extends (4%), future work (4%). Each entry in the dataset

contains several fields, however, we only keep the citation intent,

citing phrase, citing and cited paper title and ID. We tried to use

the paper’s ID to obtain more information on the papers, such as

3
https://api.semanticscholar.org/graph/v1

Figure 2: Creating a citation graph.

their authors and venues. However, 65% of citations have at least

one paper from outside the ACL Anthology Corpus
4
, indicated by

a prefix “External” in the ID, and we cannot match them to any

existing source. We retrieved their authors and publication venue

from the S2AG dataset for the rest of the papers.

SciCite. Cohan et al. [4] created a dataset of 11𝐾 manually anno-

tated citation intents for papers in computer science and medicine,

covering 6.6𝐾 papers. The authors consider 3 citation intents: back-

ground information (58% of citations), method (29%), and result

comparison (13%). Each entry in the dataset contains the citation

intent, citing phrase, name of the section where the citation occurs,

citing and cited paper ID corresponding to Semantic Scholar IDs.

We use S2AG to retrieve the title, authors and venues.

Graph Nodes Edges

SciCite (citations) 13K 11K

SciCite (citations, authors) 49.4K 49K

SciCite (citations, authors, venues) 51K 55K

ACL-ARC (citations) 1.3K 1.9K

ACL-ARC (citations, authors) 2.3K 3.4K

ACL-ARC (citations, authors, venues) 2.4K 4K

Table 1: Citation graphs

Citation graphs.We created several graphs by leveraging citations

in the datasets of citation intents. The citations labeled with intents

are used to create an initial graph, with nodes representing citing

or cited papers. To capture more context about the papers, we add

their authors and the venues of publication as nodes, as shown in

Figure 2. This additional information also creates better-connected

graphs, where we should observe citation patterns. We give the

size of these graphs in Table 1.

4
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4 CITATION INTENT PREDICTION

4.1 Graph-based Intent Classifier

TheGraphAttentionNetwork (GAT)[16] is an inductive method

for computing node embeddings in graphs with node attributes. An

inductive approach will be able to provide embeddings for dynamic

graphs and hence it is appropriate for citations graphs that are up-

dated to reflect new publications. GAT computes node embeddings

by aggregating information from their neighbourhood but differs

from earlier techniques [10], as it uses masked self-attentional lay-

ers to specify different weights for nodes in a neighborhood.

SciBert[3] is a pretrained language model based on Bert [7],

that is trained on a large corpus of scientific text, from a variety

of scientific domains. SciBert has shown improved performance

compared to Bert on many NLP tasks. SciBert is generally fine-

tuned on the downstream task to achieve optimal performance. In

[3], the authors show that on the citation intent prediction task the

fine-tuned architecture had a better performance than the frozen

architecture with an additional prediction layer.

Figure 3: GraphCite

GraphCite. GAT allows us to encode information about the cita-

tion graph, however the citation phrase should also be considered.

To account for this, we construct the architecture GraphCite based

on the state-of-the-art architecture SciBert and GAT, as shown

in Figure 3. We use two types of embeddings. For the NLP part,

SciBert embeds the citation via the embedding of the [𝐶𝐿𝑆] token.
The node embeddings are the output of GAT, which aggregates

information in the neighborhood of each node. We note that the

GAT architecture receives as node features for the nodes of type

paper, the SciBert embeddings of the titles of the papers. We do not

provide node features for the nodes of type author and venue. We

aggregate the two node embeddings using the Hadamard product,

which has been shown to produce the best edge embeddings [15].

We concatenate these two types of embeddings (citation phrase em-

bedding and edge embedding), passing the result to the MLP. The

loss is jointly backpropagated through the GAT and the SciBert

models. Hence, SciBert is fined tuned on the task while the GAT

network is trained. The loss we use is the multiclass classification

loss over the classes. Our intuition is that a unique loss backpropa-

gated on the two parts of the model would enable learning semantic

features and graph-hereditary features.

4.2 Experimental Evaluation

We compare against several baselines:

Random. We generate predictions by respecting the class distribu-

tions in the training set.

Rule-based classifier. We predict the intent based on the sec-

tion containing the citation. In the SciCite dataset, each citation

has one of five sections tags: introduction, methods, results, back-

ground, discussion. For citations appearing in introduction and

background we predict the intent background, for the section meth-

ods we predict the intent method, while for results and discussion

we predict the intent result. These rules were chosen as they ob-

tained the best results. In the ACL-ARC dataset, the sections are

the following: introduction, related work, method, background, ex-

periments, conclusion. We map the intents as follows: background

for sections introduction and related work, uses for section method,

compare/contrast for experiments and finally future for section

conclusion.

SciBert.We consider the SciBert architecture as described in [3].

This model receives as input only the citation phrase, and it is fine

tuned on citation intent classification.

Pre-Training Variants. We also report results of [9] and [6] on

the ACL-ARC classification task. Those two papers study task-

aware continued pre-training methods and evaluate their systems

on several downstream tasks including citation intent prediction in

the ACL-ARC dataset. These recent methods have high F1-scores,

[9] being current state-of-the-art on the ACL-ARC dataset, hence

they are relevant comparisons for our proposed approach. We name

TARTAN and DAPT respectively the best methods of [6] and [9].

We note that we do not have the precision and recall results of these

methods, or the results on SciCite.

GAT. Finally, we consider both the structural information of the

citation network and titles in order to compute paper embeddings.

We compute the citing and cited paper’s node embeddings and pass

them through a trainable MLP network to predict a citation intent.

This approach does not consider the citation phrase.

Settings.We train for 10 epochs, with a learning rate of 2𝑒 − 5 as

suggested in the SciBert paper, and a batch of 16. We averaged

the macro precision, recall and F1 score over five seeds. We imple-

mented our models using PyTorch [14] and PyTorch Geometric [8].

The SciBert model has embeddings of size 768, while the GAT

model has embeddings of size 128. The code is available online
5
.

5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this work, we investigate if more contextual information, e.g. a

citation graph, can help to predict citation intent. Our intuition is

5
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Model Precision Recall F1

Random 15.72 15.92 15.74

Rule-based 29.46 36.78 31.51

SciBert 73.28 72.12 71.70

TARTAN - - 70.48

DAPT (SOTA) - - 75.40

GAT

citations 15.95 3.65 5.56

citations, authors 17.86 10.71 13.04

citations, authors, venues 12.18 5.25 7.18

GraphCite

citations 74.91 73.18 72.99

citations, authors 78.65 78.79 77.34

citations, authors, venues 69.96 65.18 66.67

Table 2: Macro results (P,R,F1) on the ACL-ARC dataset.

Model Precision Recall F1

Random 33.29 33.28 33.18

Rule-based 55.62 58.19 56.61

SciBert (SOTA) 87.86 84.95 86.15

GAT

citations 33.33 13.81 18.85

citations, authors 25.00 20.99 22.82

citations, authors, venues 20.00 14.74 16.96

GraphCite

citations 86.24 88.06 86.24

citations, authors 89.90 87.66 88.54

citations, authors, venues 67.54 72.25 69.61

Table 3: Macro results (P,R,F1) on the SciCite dataset.

that a citation graph might reveal patterns such as a specific paper

being cited often with the same intent or an author reusing citations

in new papers with the same intent. To investigate this hypothesis,

we propose a new architecture that accounts for both the citation

phrase and the citation network of the citing and cited papers.

Because the graph constructed from citations labeled with intent

can be very sparse, we investigate different strategies for increasing

its density. We note that this might not always be possible, when

we lack the required metadata.

We present the results in Table 2 and Table 3. For SciCite, we

observe that a simple rule-based method can give very good results.

This is not the case for ACL-ARC, partly because we have more

citation intents than section types. Our method, GraphCite gives

better results that the previous state-of-the-art when considering

both the citation graphs containing the papers, and citation graphs

that contain both the papers and the authors. For the latter config-

uration, the results are substantially better than the SOTA, with an

increase of 1.96 in macro 𝐹1 score for ACL-ARC6
, and an increase of

2.36 for SciCite. We note that the improvement is both in precision

and recall. However, adding the venues leads to a drop in perfor-

mance. This can be explained because venues are not important in

predicting the intent, and venues nodes in the citation graph add

noise to the task. We also observe that the GATmodel is insufficient

to have a good performance, and the additional information carried

6
It is interesting to note that we increased the F1-score by 5.64 from SciBert, so we

might have reached an even better score by using DAPT or TARTAN.

by citation phrase has to be incorporated. Finally, we recall that for

the ACL-ARC data we could retrieve the authors’ information for

only around 35% of the papers, hence it is very likely that we could

observe a bigger increase in performance if the complete data was

available.

In conclusion, we have showed in this work that citation intent

prediction benefits significantly from macro-level information re-

lated to the citation graph of a paper. Citation intent classification

can be an important tool in assessing the impact of papers or in

recommending papers according to the reader’s goal, e.g. finding pa-

pers that extend a given work, or finding papers that use resources

created in a given article.

In the future, we will investigate the use of our method on larger

and more complete citation graphs. One interesting direction is to

include the papers cited by the cited paper, for which we might not

know the citation intent, but which could leveraged to obtain a bet-

ter representation of the cited paper node. The attentionmechanism

underpinning our method will then learn to select relevant infor-

mation in the neighborhood of the papers. Adding more textual

information, in the form of the paper abstract or authors’ research

interest is another promising direction.
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